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RESTRICTIONS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS. I

MARVIN ROSENBLUM AND JAMES ROVNYAKl

ABSTRACT.  An operator theoretic method is used to characterize re-

strictions of boundary functions of H     and  H°° functions and to obtain a

generalization of a theorem of Loewner.

1.  Introduction.  The problem of recapturing an analytic function from a

restriction of its boundary function was treated in 1933 by Golusin and

Krylov [2].   Elaborating on an idea of Carleman, these authors exhibited a

sequence of approximants for the function, constructed from a restriction of

the boundary function, which converges to the function under very general

conditions.  See also Priwalow [8].  For the case of an Hp function on the

unit disk, Patil [7] in 1972 constructed a sequence of approximants which

is norm convergent, and he characterized the class of restrictions of bound-

ary functions of 77^ functions as the class of functions for which the ap-

proximants are norm bounded.  Loewner [6] in 1934 characterized a different

class of functions with conditions of a different nature.  To state Loewner's

theorem, consider a function w which is real valued and continuously dif-

ferentiable on an interval (a, b).  Then for w to be the restriction of a func-

tion  W which is holomorphic in the complex plane, slit along  (- oo, a\ and

[b, + oo), and has a nonnegative imaginary part in the upper half-plane, it is

necessary and sufficient that

"  ,    w(x,)- wix .)
(1) Y'    —¿--—ilc.c*>0

■ u  i x, - x. ;  * —

for any finite set x     . . . , x    of points in (a, b) and complex numbers  c

• ■ • , c .  The        after the summation symbol indicates that
'    n J

[i^(x.) - if(x.)]/(x, -x.)  is to be replaced by  w'(u) it x, = x. = u.   For

references to other treatments of Loewner's theorem and a refinement of the

theorem, see our previous paper [10].   Other forms of the problem of recaptur-
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ing an analytic function from a restriction of its boundary function have

been considered by Kreln and Nudel'man [4] and van Winter [11].

In this paper we present an operator theoretic method which yields

new characterizations of restrictions of 77     and H°° functions and a gener-

alization of Loewner's theorem in which the interval (ß, b) is replaced by

a Borel set.  The conditions require the boundedness or nonnegativity of

certain quadratic forms involving the finite Hilbert transform.

2.  Prefatory comments.  Notation introduced here will be used through-

out the paper.  Let m denote Lebesgue measure on the real line  R.   Fix a

Borel set  A on  R  such that neither  A  nor R—A are  m-null sets.  The

Lebesgue spaces  L  (R) and L*'(A) are defined with respect to the measures

m and tm|A, respectively (1 < p < oo).   We write   ||   • ||     for the norm in both

spaces; (■,  •)     and (',   •)     denote the inner products in  L (R)  and  L  (A),

respectively.  The identity relation   "= a.e."  for functions in Lebesgue

spaces is written  "¿".   The characteristic function  y     oí A is used sym-

bolically to indicate both projection and embedding: if, say, / e L  (R), then

XA/ is identified with the restriction of / to  A, i.e. the projection of / in

L2(A).  On the other hand, if / £ L2(A), then  ^Af is often written for the

function which is equal to / on  A  and 0  on  R - A, i.e. the embedding of

/ in L2iR).

The Hardy spaces Hp (1 < p < oo) may be viewed as closed subspaces

of the Lebesgue spaces LPiR) or as the spaces of analytic functions Fiz),

y > 0, for which

(suPy>o</!~lF<* + iy)\pdx)l/p,     i < p< oo,

(suPy>olF(* + zy)l' P= °°,

is finite.  The interpretation is usually forced by the context in which the

spaces appear.  For the case p = 2, P: L  (/?)—»77    denotes the correspond-

ing orthogonal projection or canonical mapping.  When  77    is viewed as a

space of analytic functions defined in the upper half-plane, then for any

/ £ L2iR), F = Pf is given by

J^-dt,       y>0.
277 i

1      r +oo    fit)
FCO- A-   f       -f^-dt,

2777    J-°°      t-Z

The Hilbert transform  r is the linear transformation on  L  (R)  defined by

(r/)0c)i PV±.f+°°J<tLdti       f£L2iR).
if   J   —oo   t — X
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The finite Hilbert transform  r. is defined as the compression of  r to  L  (A):

t    = X\TX\' ^e nave  r   = — / and P =(/ - z<-)/2 as operators on L (R),

and  xaPxa = (7 - z'O/2  as operators on  L2(A).

For any g e L°°(R) the Toeplitz operator  T(g) is defined on  H    by

T(g> i PgB,       u£H2.

If g  is essentially real valued and not  0  a.e., then Tig) is selfadjoint

and  ker Tig) = (0) [3].

3.  Restrictions of 772  functions.  Fix functions  u and  v with  « £ L  (A),

y € ¿""(A), and  f > 0  a.e.  We assume that  v is not 0  a.e.  We consider

the problem of giving conditions for the existence of a function / £ H

such that  u = vf on  A.

Theorem 1.   Let  u and v be as above, and let M  be a nonnegative

constant.   Let  T = T(y .v).   Then the following are equivalent :

(i)  there exists f £ 77    such that  u = vf on  A and ||/|| - = Al;

(ii)  there exists f £ H2 such that  Tf = PxAu and ||/||, = M;

(iii) /or a// y e L2(A),

2|(",y)J2<M2<a-^W^y>¿,

and this assertion is not true if M     is replaced by any smaller constant.

Lemma 1    (Landesman [5]).   Let  T  be a bounded selfadjoint operator

on a Hilbert space K  with ker T = (0).  Then a given vector g  belongs to

the range of T  if and only if M = sup[| ( g, y )|/||Ty||: y eH, y 4 0] < oo.  In

this case g = Tf, where  ||/|| = M.

Proof of Theorem 1.  Assume (i) holds.  Then from  u = vf on  A we get

PXau ^ PX\vf = ^Y' so (") holds«   Conversely, if (ii) holds, then

P(\A« - y¿w/) = 0  so -y^iu-vf) £ L2iR)Q H2.   Since yAiu-vf) vanishes

on a set of positive measure, it must vanish a.e. on  R.  Hence  u = vf on  A

and (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

Next we show that (ii) implies (iii).  If (ii) holds, then  Py   ü  is in the

range of T, so by the lemma

\{PxAu,y)R\<M\\PX:vy\\2

tot all y £ H  , and the constant  M  is best possible.  The inequality can

be rewritten

\(xAu,y)R\2<M2(x*PxAvy>vy)R
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\(v,y)A\2 <M2(Y2iI- iTa)x¿vy,xávy)&

where y £ 77 . But the set of functions y y, y £ 77 , is dense in L (A),

so (iii) follows. The steps in this argument are reversible, so in fact (ii)

and (iii) are equivalent.  The result follows.

Theorem 2. Let w be any complex valued Borel measurable function

on A, and let M be a nonnegative constant. Then there exists a function

f £ H2  such that /|A = w on A   and  ||/|| 2 = M   if and only if

L *       12 2
wy dm\    < M   ((7 - ir¿)y, y)A

for all y £ L 2(A) such that wy* £ lHA), and in this statement M2  cannot

be replaced by any smaller constant.

Proof.  Write  w = u/v, where  u £ L2(A), v £ L°°(A), and v > 0  on  A.

(We can choose u = aw/il + \w\), v = a/(l + \w\), where a £ L2(A) n L°°(A)

and  a > 0  on  A.)  We obtain the result in a routine way by applying Theorem

1 with  A replaced by sets of the form  A   = A Av > t\, where  t > 0  is small

enough that  A    is not an  m-null set.

Theorem 3.   Let w and M  be given as in Theorem 2.  Then there exists

a function f £ H2 such that  (l//)|A = w  on A and  ||/||    = M   if and only if

\Ldm 2 <M2iiI-irà)w*y,w*y)A

for all y £ L  (A) such that w y £ L   (A), and in this assertion M     cannot

be replaced by any smaller constant.

Proof.   The argument is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.  The conclu-

sion is easily obtained when w  vanishes on a set of positive measure.

When  w is not zero on any set of positive measure, we can choose  u £

L2(A), v £ L°°(A), v > 0  a.e.  on  A, such that  v = uw  on  A.  The result

follows from Theorem 1 as in the proof of Theorem 2.

4.  Restrictions of 77°°  functions.  Now consider functions  u, v £ L°°(A)

such that  v > 0  a.e.  on  A and  v is not 0  a.e.  We seek conditions which

imply that  u = vf on  A  for some / £ 77°°.

Theorem 4.  Let  u and v  be as just stated, and let M  be a nonnegative

constant.   The following are equivalent:
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(i)  there exists f £ H°° such that  u = vf on A and ||/||     = (A;

(ii)  there exists a bounded operator B  on 77    to 77    such that

TÍXa«)= TixAv)B arid \\B\\ - M;

(iii) for all  y eL2(A),

((7 - irA)u*y, u*y)à < M2((7 - irA)vy, vy),

and here M     cannot be replaced by any smaller constant.

Lemma 2.   Let A  and T be bounded operators on a Hilbert space K,

and let ker T = (0).  Let  M  be a nonnegative constant.   Then there exists

a bounded operator B  on K  such that A = TB  and  ||ß|| = M  if and only if

A A    < M  TT , and in this inequality  M     cannot be replaced by any smaller

constant.

Proof.  See Douglas [l].

Proof of Theorem 4. If (i) holds then  TÍXau) = Tix ¿vf) = TÍXav)T(J),

where   ||T(/)|| = M; hence (ii) holds with  ß = T(/).

Let (ii) hold. Then for every y £ H2, PixAuy - Xàv^Y^ = 0*  ^s *n tne

proof of Theorem 1 it follows that  u - viBy/y) = 0  on  A.  Therefore By/y = /

is independent of y.  Choosing  y £ H     such that  1/y £ H°°, we see that

/ £T72.   For any  ß £ H2,

fR\fß\2dm = fR\Bß\2dm<\\B\\2\\ß\\27.

Hence f £ H°° and  \\f\\x = ||ß|| = M.   Therefore (i) holds.

Let (ii) hold again. By Lemma 2, T(xA«)T(y u)* < M2TixATix.vf,

with the constant  M     being best possible.   The inequality can be

rewritten as   \\PxAu YII ? - ^   II^XA^yll ?' ^ e ^2'   Since  Xa^2  is dense in

L2(A), the last inequality holds for all  y £ L 2(A).  The left side is

llpxA"*yll2 =(xApXA"*y. "*y>A = M((7- irA)«*y. «*y>A.

and similarly for the right side.  Thus (iii) follows.  To show that conversely

(iii) implies (ii) we reverse the steps in this argument. The theorem follows.

Theorem 5. Let w be any complex valued Borel measurable function

on A, and let M be a nonnegative constant. Then there exists an f £ 77°°

such that /| A = w on  A and  ||/||     = M  if and only if

HI - irA)w*y, w*y)^ < M2((7 - ¿rA)y, y)A

for all y £ L  (A) such that w y £ L  (A), and M     cannot be replaced by

any smaller constant.
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Theorem 6.   Let w  and M  be given as in Theorem 5.  Then there exists

an f £ H°° such that  (l//)|A = w  on  A and  ||/||     = M  if and only if

<(7 - irA )y, y)A < M2 ((/ - irA )w*y, w*y)A

for all y £ L  (A) such that w y £ L   (A), and M    cannot be replaced by

any smaller constant.

Proofs of Theorems  5 and 6.  The arguments are similar to the proofs of

Theorems 2 and 3; now we write  w  as quotients of L°°(A)  functions, and,

of course, we use Theorem 4 instead of Theorem 1.

5.  Generalization of Loewner's theorem.  We now apply Cayley trans-

forms in the previous results.

Theorem 7.  Let w  be a complex valued Borel measurable function on

A such that Imw(x) > 0  a.e.   on A.   Then for the existence of a function

Wiz) holomorphic and having nonnegative imaginary part in the upper half -

plane such that  W(x + ¿0) = wix) a.e.   on  A, it is necessary and sufficient

that

i(iw - w*)y, y)à < {rAw*y, y)A - (rAy, w*y)A

for all y £ L2(A) such that w*y £ L2(A).

Proof.  Suppose  W(z)  exists, and set  F(z) = ["/(z) - i']/[W(;z) + z], y >

0.  Let fix) = Fix + iO) a.e.  on  R.   Then f £ H°° and   ||/||     < 1.  Also fix) i

[wix) - i1/[wix) + il on A.  By Theorem 5,

((7- irA)a{w*+ i)/(w*- i), a{w* + i)/iw*- ¿))A< ((7- ir&)a, a)&

tot all  a £ L  (A).  Take   a = iw    - i)y, where  y is any element of L  (A)

such that w y £ L  (A).  The necessity of the condition follows.  It is easy

to reverse the steps in this argument to prove the sufficiency of the condi-

tion.

The generalization of Loewner's theorem now follows.

Theorem 8.  Let w be a real valued Borel measurable function on A.

For the existence of a function  W separately holomorphic for y > 0  and

y <0, having a nonnegative imaginary part for y > 0 and satisfying  Wiz ) =

Wiz)    for y 4 0, such that wix) = W(x + iO) = Wix - ¿0)  on  A, it is necessary

and sufficient that

(2) (rA"T> y) - iTAY' wy) > °

¡or all y £ L2(A) such that  wy £ L2(A).
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Proof.  Apply Theorem 7 and define  W(z) for y < 0  by  Wiz) = W(z  ) .

To see that Theorem 8 implies Loewner's theorem, two things must

be checked.  One is that for a real valued continuously differentiable func-

tion j^(x) on an interval  A = (a, b), conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent.

It is easy to see that (1) is equivalent to the condition

{b[b^^lfit)fixfdtdx>_0,
J aJ a x — t

where fix) is an arbitrary continuous function with compact support on

(a, b), and (2) is equivalent to

i-      rb   rb % wix)- wit) ,, x ,,  ,* ,   ,       n

AmoJaIa*l|*-<M(y'°    x-t     /W(*>^*>°

for the same class of functions.  The equivalence of the last two conditions

is clear.  The other thing that we have to check is that the function W(z)

produced by Theorem 8 is analytic across  {a, b).  Since  z^(x)  is bounded on

closed subintervals of (fl, b), this follows, for example, from [9, Theorem

2.8, part (ii)], with  u = v — 1   in that theorem.
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